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NPS meteorologists hope one day the U.S. 
fleet will be able to operate as reoutincly in the 
Marginal Ice Zone (MIZ) of tpe Arctic Ocean as it 
does in the tropics. 
"It's a much different atmospheric and 
oceanographic regime up there than what you find 
at mid latitude, and we know much less about it," 
says NPS Professor Ken Davidson who has served 
since 1983 as the meteorology coordinator for 
ongoing studies in the Fram Strait and the East 
Greenland Sea areas. These studies involved sev-
eral multinational collaborations during summer 
and winter field experiments beginning in 1983. 
The latest were the Arctic Circle studies in March 
and April 1987. Further joint field work is sched-
uled for winter of 1989. 
Understanding the role of the upperpart of 
the ocean and the lower part of the atmosphere in 
the MIZ is important because of growing military 
and civilian interests and activities here. MIZ 
processes taking place with polar air masses, ice 
and water have a profound effect on hemispheric 
climate, greatly influencing petroleum and mineral 
exploration and production, naval operations, ship-
ping and fishing. 
"We're observing new wrinkles in the Arctic 
boundary layers and finding out why they wrinkle," 
Davidson explains. 
Much of his work and that of his students--
usually three working in the field at a time--involves 
piecing together a three-dimensional picture of 
time and space in the MIZ to improve weather 
prediction capabilities in this fast-changing envi-
ronment. The conduct on-the-spot experiments for 
four to six weeks abouard ice breakers, then rely on 
computer modeling techniques and other analyses 
involving more students for another six to nine 
months on campus. 
"Results come from many sources, and a 
complete picture takes years of work, much of it 
being completed here by NPS students," he says. 
"We'll soon have five theses completed." 
Davidson's group of three facully, seven research 
staff and several technicians is completing the 
puzzle partly by verifying data gathered by satel-
lites. This remote sensing and verification process 
will become more significant in 1990when a Euro-
pean remotcscnsingsatellite (ERSl) s launched. It 
will be designed to provide wave and current meas-
urements and other related data. 
The MIZ project is sponsored by the Office of 
Naval Research. Davidson, an NPS researcher 
since 1970, says the MIZ work will provide the Navy 
with the ability to operate more efficiently in the ice 
zone, to know the type of storms that occur there, 
why they occur, and to predict the evolution of the 
ice edge. •ay 1995 the Navy will operate here as 
routinely asn anywhere else,• he says. 
